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CHARACTERS (2W, 1M)

Megan -- a 12-year old girl (who should be played by an adult)

Ted -- her father

Becky -- her mother

Sethamungus -- a demon from the 9th level of hell

Megan and Sethamungus should be played by the same actor

LOCATION

A bedroom

TIME

Now



THE POSSETHSIO	

MEGA�, a 12-year old girl (which should be 

played by an adult), is in bed.  Her parents, 

TED, his late 30s/early 40s, and BECKY, in her 

late 30s/early 40s, anxiously wait near the bed.

MEGAN

Mommy, Daddy, I don’t know what’s wrong!  I don’t feel good.

TED

(worried)

Honey, I’m sure it was just something you ate for dinner.

MEGAN

No, it’s because you’re the worst parents ever!  I hate both of you!  Why couldn’t I go to 

the mall tonight?!  You suck big time!

BECKY

I don’t know, Ted.  She’s been acting weird all week.

TED

Seems normal to me.

BECKY

Well, at dinner the other night she was surrounded by all those flies.

TED

I thought we just needed to replace the pest strips.

MEGAN

You care more about pest strips than you do your only daughter!  

(throwing something across the room)

I wish you both were dead!

TED

Maybe we should call a doctor.

Suddenly, Megan begins to speak in the creepy 

masculine voice of the demon SETHAMU�GUS.



SETH

(creepy masculine voice)

FOOLS, NO DOCTOR IS GOING TO GET RID OF ME!

TED

Sounds like a cold to me.

SETH

I AM THE DEMON SETHAMUNGUS SENT HERE TO DESTROY YOU.

BECKY

I think this is more serious than we thought.

SETH

I WILL IMPALE YOU BOTH ON STAKES AND EAT YOUR BRAINS FOR 

DINNER!

TED

Honey, I believe Megan’s possessed.

SETH

YOU’RE A FREAKING GENIUS THERE, TED.  WHAT GAVE IT AWAY?!

BECKY

What should we do?

TED

I don’t know.  My daughter’s never been possessed before. 

BECKY

Well, there was that time when she wanted those pair of shoes from Nordstroms.

TED

Oh yeah, she did go on about that.  That last almost three months.

BECKY

Maybe if we ask him nicely he’ll leave.

TED

Listen, Setha - whatever.
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